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Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
March 27, 1966

Abstract

Massively parallel systems are presently the focus of intense interest

for a variety of reasons. A key problem is how to control, or “program” these

systems. In previous work by the authors, ‘he “optimum finding” properties of

Hopfield neural nets were applied to the nets themselves to create a “neural

compiler.” This was done in such a way that the problem of programming the

attractors of one neural net (called the Slave net) was expressed as an

optimization problem that was in turn solved by a second neur~l net (Lhe

Pluster net), The procedure is effective and efficient. In this series of

pap-rs we extend that appro~ch to proflramming nets that contni.n interneuruns

(sometimes called “hidden ncuronR”), and tl~us we deal with nets capable of

universal computation, Our work id closely related to recrnt work of

Rurrrrrrelhart et al. (also Parker, and LcChun), which may be viewed as n spcri+l

cirsc of ~hi~ formalir+m nnd Ihercforc ot’ “computiri~ with attrai:tul s.” [II (nter

papers in this .+crics, WG preticnt. Lhe throry f~r programming time dt?pcnd(’nt

hrhnvi[)r, and (’onsider practical implementations. Orle mny rxpect numerous

~pplications in virw of Lhe t.omptitntrorl univrrsnlity of thc~r nvtwof’ks.



I. Introduction——

fl~ssively parallel systems are the focu~ of intense interest by numerous

researchers spaming many disciplines. They have tremendous plactical implica-

tions for iiew kinds of computing
1,2

and may give some insight into how massively

3,4
parallel biological brains operate. They are also theoretically interesting

when ar,alyzed as an example of a complex, nonlinear dynamical system. 5
Program-

ming, i.e. controlling, these systems is a difficult task, Recent work of

tfopfield
1,2 0,,

a particular system, neural networks, has stimulated intense

inr?rest on the part of many researchers. He has shown that nets with symmetri-

cal interactions posess a Lyapunov [unction, and that such a [unction is very

useful in controlling the network behavior. in particular, he has shown tha~

continuous state neural networks (as oppossd to discrete, two state networks) may

be used to perform a credible job of solving difficult optimization problems such

as the clas~ic Traveling Salesman Problem (see also M. Takedal G. Goodman6). In

these Lypes of problems ~ne solution to the optimization problc.m i~ a fixed point

of the nedral dynamic-s nnd t,le I)toblem cor.straints and thr data (e.~. thr

distanrcs in the TSP problem) appears ill the symmetrical nellral conncut.iollsi ‘1lle

solution to the problem, the fixed point of the net, is of cn!lrsr not kliown

a priori, i~nd thus onc runs tl~e non] incur (liff~rcnt.ial ~quations for the Iiets

until it rrl~lxrs to a fixed point {11 order to f’in(i iln oplimllm.

AlloLher (.lnss of dit’fi~u;t (.omputtrtii)n l)rohlenlf4, cog. COIILPII1 A(ldrf’#.inl)l/*

flrrnory, associative memory, pnllcrll ~rl.o~llitiol~ (nn(l mnr~y OLher fl~rm~ ()! IliEll

Irvrl symbol procrsning] con tIlF40 hr ~lttti~+ked with nvur~l urtwork.~. Ilerc, onc

knows LtIe flrf’ i rcd !Ixrtl pt)iiil n n pri~)li (lhry (orrrr41)orl;, for exnmplr, 10 lhc

pnttvink to 1)0 rcc’o~niz e(l), I]owvvfir, IjI)e (Iods 1101 know it] Krllrrnl whnt rlrllrnl

(:otlnr(.tiollN” wi I ! yi~~ld thr krlol)(l I’ixetl l)oirlLH, A pnrtiml solu~iori L() (lrtrrmill~
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the neural connections was given by Hnpfieldd, which i.s based on a symmetric

synaptic connection matrix formed by taking outer products of the desired fixed

point vectors. Disadvantages of this approach include a very limited degree of

control over Lhe

matrix (which is

dynamic bzhavior,

basins of attraction, the syrrsnetry of the synaptic connection

almost certainly unphysiological), inability to deal with I:ime

and the fact that interneurons necessary for universal computa-

tion are excluded. In spite of these limitat!.ens, Hopfield’s pioneerirq work

remains an important first step in the theory of computation for neural networks.

The present authors7 have approached the problem of programming fixed paints

into a neural net by directl}- attacking the conditions that L+e synaptic connec-

tion matrix must satisfy if the desired fixed poin:~ are to be present. This was

accomplished by posing the general problem of determing the connections of a

Sla\t? lid’ ilS an optimization problem, and then using the “optimlum finding”

;Ihilitirs of neural nets LO define a second net, a Plaster net, chat perfGlmed the

oplimizationsm This therefore links tl,e two classes of problems currently under

invrstigutlon in ne?ural network theory. Advantages of Lhis appro~ch include

greil:cr l“o~ltrol over the hnsin~ of attraction, rr=moval of the symmetry restric-

tion in the Slave nrt, ~nd n~ wc will show, the ability r.o control interneuro~s

or “hiddrrr Ilrurorrti” thtit arr nrrrNsary +’~r Ilnivcrslll computation. The method is

8
f’llr’L-LIvc nnd t=tflricnL ii nd muy illNO 11P Vicwf!(l ils ;1 Icarning ;Il,,orilhm tl)r

IIC”IIr.11 nriworks. Wr Ilnvr nlso rxtrnflrd lhr mrthl)(l 10 nl!ow progrilmuli.ng 0[ Lirw

tlf’1’rrldrn~ hrhuvior (pnf.wr 11 01’ thin: Mcrirn).

Thr rxtt*nNion )f’ our I“ormal itim ~hmt is wquirrd 10 dral with hiddrn ncuro[ls

in (’l(l:lr’ly r“lnlrll t 1) ‘) l]~lrkcr
10

ret cr)l wo rk ()i’ 1411rlmlrlhilrt (’L 1111, , ilr)fl [1~

(:1)1111.
II

‘rh~N work, prrl{)rmt~(l indrprndrnlly of thr MnNLrr/Slavr ;Ippronch iri slwhn

l,) he N NpPc’lnl UNMP of’ the morr grurrnl lorm~l ,~m prFN#!Il:(l(! h{’lL.w. ‘]’hi~ cmsrrvrlL
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is not intended in any way to detract from the very fine results of these

authors, and we hope that by providing a general setting that the value of such

approaches can be better appreciated.

The importance of hidden neurons has, of course, not gene unncticed by other

res~archers. It was forcefully pointed out by Minsky et al.
12

that hidden

neurons are necessary to solve certain classes of important problems. In fact,

iL wab the difficulty in being able to program these important neurons that led

to the decline of interest in the 1970’s in the Perception 13
fozmalism of

neural networks. Hinton and Sejnowski et al.
14,15

attacked the hidden neuron

problem ir. tkle early 1980s by developing the Boltzman machine formalism. In this

work,
16

simulated annealing for a stochastic two-state neuron model was collpled

with tile construction of a clever learning clgorithm to provide the first solu-

tions for programing massively parallel networks to perform

Lions. Hinton and Sejnowski and co-workers have provided many

of problems involving hidden neurons and used this procedure

difficult compul:a-

beautiful analyses

to find many solu-

tions for smdll-scale model problems. However, there exist two severe disadvan-

tages to their approach. These are the extreme computational slowness and the

iuability to directly incorporate time-varying neural behavior (e.g. direct.

progranninfi of network limit cycles etc.).

Recently Se.inowski has used the Rummelhart procedure (in fnvor to Lt]r

Boltzman machine procedure) to solve a moderately I,argr-qcalc problcm - thnt 01”

converting written text to ~peech, including corrrct rnnlmxt dependent pronunri.a-

Lions of phonrm~.,, As we will see in the genrrnl formnlitirn IJC1OW, computatinn:ll

~lowneHs is no longer an issue, ,and that the work of Rumnmlhart, Pnrkrr, !,P Chun,

Srjnowaki and Lhe prr~rnt aulhors ;Ire (-IONely rr!nLd Lo LIM? nrurul nrlworkN

~,.qlu]arizrd by Hopfirld, ,in(l nrr cxamplrH of rompu~in~ with nt.tructorN in rompu-

laLion Ilnivrrnn] !!yNlrmN. III virw of the wldr~prt-lld intrr~titby ~ngill~rl-~ ill
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constructing Hopfield-type nets in hardware (VLSI or optical)
18,19 .

, It would seem

that actual construction of massively parallel, computation universal devices may

closely follow the development of theory for controlling these systems.

In this paper (I) we confine our attention to developing the theory for

control of static behavior and point out the relations to work of Runsnelhart,

Parker, Le Chun. Their wori~ inspired the present development. However, aur

results are completely general in that we allow all posible connections of

hidden, input and output neurons, both forward and backward, including fully

recurrent hidden connections, “Clamping” of inputs is not necessary - back

connections allow inputs to remain “on” a- pert of the net’s fixcdpoint configcr-

abionm Adjust,nent of basin boundaries may be ar:complished in the manner of

reference 7. The formalism clearly shows that the method is a procedure for con-

trolling attractors in Hopfield type nets. In paper II we present the theory for

controlling time dependent behmvior. In subsequent papers we discuss specific

:]ppli~ations .

11, Summary of !last.er/Slave Formalism—____ ——— —

The flasLeciSlave fnrmalism was developed as a general? attack on determining

what synaptic connection matrix, T, .,
lJ

yields desired fixed points of the neural

net equations

1! + pi = Z Ti,jg(Uj) + I (1)
i i

J

Here, Ui represents the membrane potential ot the i
t!l

nrllrlln, p i~ Llle crll

~ummation Lime

Lntlon), “r,,
IJ

riil P (’ll:V~’ Ot”



external current (or equival~ntly an internal threshold). For concreteness we

take

g(x) = $(1 + tafih(~x))

where ~ determines the slope of

sigmoid assumes is not crucial to

by Hopfieldl in the context of

Traveling Salesman Problem), but

(la)

the sigmoid curve. The exact form that the

the results. These equdtions were introduced

“problem solving with neural nets” (e.g. the

have als? been written down by many rcsearch-

ers20,21
as an acceptably crude model of neurophysiolo,gy. Hopfield showed that

ifT,. ❑ T.., then a Lyapunov function, E, exists:
lJ J1

v.
E = -$ Z Tij Vi V.j - Z Ii Vi+ Z J1 g--l(x) dx

ij i

\“,lere Vi = g(Ui). Equation (2) implies that

(2)

(3)

and sincr g’ (x) is posii,tj.ve scmidefinite, Y, will decrease, E is bounded how-

ever, NO that it will cwentually stop decreasing and ~i will bv zero, at which

point a fixed point is reached. In the high gnin limit (large ~), the intc~ral

ill lh~. (2) is ne~llgiblr and thr miuimn ol K l.ha~ is obtained wLI1 be closr to a

minima of 1; :
1

‘1
=-~~ ‘r,. ~(lli) @\j) -2 Iig (!Ii)

1J
j J i

llopli~ld CIIUHP

‘1
= -+1 (w.”;

N: ]

(4)

(5)
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where V(s) = g(ll(s)), s = {1,2..
i

.mj are the desired choice of m ‘memory states or
i

fixed poinLs. Although this choice works, subject to limitations discussed in

the Introduction, it is ati hoc and it is not a general solution to the problem of

inserting desired fixed points into the neural dynamics.

In Ref. (7) we considered the general problem of finding T..’s that produce
lJ

(s), s
fixed points at desi~ed states V. = (1,2.. .m) with no a priori restriction

1

on the T,.. To do so we reformulated Eq. (1) by introducing a new variable,
lJ

Vi(t) such that

U=E TijVj + I. . (6)
i 1

j

It is easily chucked that V satisfies
i

vi, + pii = g(~ T,.V -1 Ii)

j
lJ j

(7)

by multi~lying Eq. (7) by Tji, summing over i, and comparing to Eq.(1). It may

bc shown thut Vi is essentially a short time average of the firing rate g(Ui),

ond that at a fixed point of Eq. [7) (Vi = l)) the value of Vi is the firing rate,

th
g([’i), IIf the i neuron.

(s), {8 = 1,2.. .m)“l’he requirement that a part~cular set of m fixed points V.
L

of Kq, 7 exists may be expressed as

%
= Z[V(s)-g(Z T,, V\s)+l);2

i i
s,i j 1-] J

(8)



El =-Z, [g-l@)) .- ZTij V;s) - Ii]2 (9)
a)A J

and noticed Lilat fi IIing the T. ‘s
lj

uf the qua~rat .C form in T. . that
lJ

It is desirable to keep T..
lJ

accomplishes this is

where

u...
lJ

Ii to

T = 2g(uij) -1
ij

g(Uij) is another sigmoidal.

Ii may be parametrized in a

be zaro for the moment. We

satisfying El = O requires finding the minimum

r~sults from exp-nding the square in Eq, (9).

bounded and a nat~ral parameterizati~n that

(lL)

function (between O and 1) of the ne~. v’,riable

similar fashion but for simplicity let us take

consider non-zero I i in the next s-ction, but

wish to keep the following summary as simple as possible and will not consider

non-zero I until later. There will be no problems with non-zero 1, - it just
i

adds some more teums.

Inserting (19) in (9) and expanding the squre yields

‘1 =
-XT

ijkti g (” ij) g (uk~) - ~ Iij E(uij) + constant
ijkfl ij

whe rc

T @ V;s) , ‘~
ijkg = ‘{’~6ki j ijkfl = :kQij

(11)

(12a)

(lzb)

Comparison 01 Eq. (11) with Eq. (4) shows thdt E,i, (11) i~ reltiLecl LO the

I,ynpunov funcl.io[l for anoLher network, the Mastel net, with membrane potential-—— -.—

!J. ond f+ynnptic matr{x and rxLeru:ll Wrrrnts giVcll hy Kq. 12. A(!dln~ i) suitable
LJ
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integral places Eq. (11) ●xactly in the same form as Eq. (2) with the Plaster net

neurons indexed by two indices, i and j, iustead of just one index. Therefore,

solving the two index form of Eq. (1)

u +pu =ZT
ij ij kg ij kg g(~lkg) + Iij (13)

will result in a fixed point oi the Master net, 8(fiij) that is a minimum of Eq.

(11) and equivalently Eq. (9) (for large ~). At the Ma~ter fixed point the

Master neurons are firing at a sustained rate g(fi ij) and the Slave net Tij will

be given by Eq. (10), i.e.

T = 2g(uij)-1 .
ij

(14)

The Master net firing rates modulate the synaptic connections in the Slave.

Simulations’ show that a good approximation to the global minimum of Eq.

(11) is generally found, and that the resulting Slave net Tij’s produce the

desired fixed points. For further discussion , and extensions to add control over

basins of attraction, see Ref. 7. tlore discussion and an analysis of the effi-

ciency of the above procedure may be found in Ref. 8.

III.

‘l’hat

Extensitin of tiaster/Slave Procedure: Hidden Neurons

The above procedure was originally developed for auto-~ssociative memory.
22

is, fixed points were inserted in a Slave net such Lhat configurntlons in

the baains of attraction evolved to the detiired fixed points. Hctero-associative

22
memory , i.e. true nsaociative memory, seeks to find T. s such that particular

Lj ‘

configurations A
1’ ‘2””

.Am will evolve to other specific patterns Bl,

Thus, pattern A1-~Bl, A2+B2 etc. A triwial psychological interpretation

recalling fact Al (“a dog”) evokes fact Ijl (“dogu bark”). Although

B2. ..EM.

is that

this is



1(I

amusing (and potentially very powerful in, say, a relational data base or

massively parallel expert system) the psychologic~l interpretation is the least

impcrtant aspect of hetero-associative memory.

In our opinion the prime significance of hetero-associative memory, when

accomplished with interneurons or hidden

universal computation. For example, the

00+0, o; +1, 10+ 1, 11 +0 may olllybe

12,13,15
aid of hidden neurons and zre the

neurons, is the ability to perform

following bit pattern associations

realized in a neural network with ths

logical expression of XOR (“exclusive

of”). Negation and other logical functions may also be expressed as simple

associations and can only be accomplished with hidden neurons. Therefore net-

works with hidden neurons are capable of space-bounded universal computation. To

realize this capability one must be able to control the attractors in such net-

wcrks.

In the following we show that a minor extension of the Master/Siave proce-

dure (section 11 and Ref. 7) allows one to present a collection of inputs and

outputs to a Master/Slave neural net, where the outpu+b may be complicated

logical functions of the inputs, so that the net will adapt its attractors to

“deduce” an ~~lgorithm that reproduces the input/ output pairs. The net has

limited information capacity and is clearly not just recording the input/output

pairs, but is instea(i developing a collective algorithm to associate input and

output , Thr net has certain capabilities of deduction and generalization (this

seews to be related to overloading the memory capacity) and may eveu be operated

in a “backward mode” where it is told the output and can back propagate to

“correct” a corrupted input. We allow all possible connections of hidden, input,

and output. neurons, both forwards and backwards, including fl.lliy recurrent

connections among the hidden neurons. “Clumping” of inputs is not necessary.

Adjustment of basin boundaries, if desired mzy be accomplished in a similal
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manner to Ref. 7. A natural extension of this method, to deal with time depen-

dent behavior is presented in the next paper in this series.

Development of the Master/Slave procedure for hidden neurons begins with Eq.

(7) and (8). In the previous section, and in Ref (7), we introduced the g
-1

functioc so tk.at t~e energy expression in Eq. (8) could be written as a quadratic

form (Eq. (9)) with known coefficients related to the desired fixed points of the

Slave net. This was done for pedagogical purposes to clarify the connection to a

Hopfield Lyapunov function for a Master net , which was originally presented as a

quadratic form. However, it is not mathematically necessary to do this, and to

clarify the relation to Runumlhart et al. , we consider Eq.(8 )instead of Eq.(9)

Let us now parametrize T. as before (Eq.
lj

10) and introduce a similar

parametrization for I. that hounds the allowed current values,
1

T = 2g(Uij)-1 = tanh(~Uij]
ij

(15a)

I = 2g(si)-1
i

= tanh(~Si) (15b)

Actually, the ~ appearing in 15a,b does not have any relation to the ~ of the

Slave net., so for clarity let ua retain the notation of Eq. (la) for the Slave

nc t

g(x: = %(1 + tanh(~x)) -- Slave net (16a)

and introduce a better notation g~(x), for the Master net

u“(x) = tanh(~Mx) -- (Master net)

with

T = g“(uij ) E[-l,l J
ij

(16b)

(170)

(17b)I
i = gM(si) C[-1,11 .
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Let us now add two integrals to Eq. (8) to produce a Lyapunov function for the

Uaster nnt that is not a quadratic form:

with

‘1 =
~ [v(s) V(s) + Ii)]2

i
- g(~ Tij j

‘j i

and T. ., Ii parametrized as Eq. 17a,b. If
lJ

~E1
u + pfi., = - —

ij lJ aT
ij

then it is easily verified that

tm<o
dt -

(18a)

(18b)

(19b)

(20)

and an identical argument to the previous sec~lon shows that E will decreaae to

near a minimum of El) ut which point the Master neurons (with membrane potentials

~ and
ij

i) are firing at a cunatant rate determined by the fixed points of

19a, 15F The Slave net synapsea and currents are thm det~rmined by (17a,b)

●valuated at the fixed point or (19a,b).

To sunsnarlze, the lo81cal argument so far is virtually identical to ‘She

previous section and Rei. 7. The only change is that we chotie to use the non-

quadratic form of Eq. 18 and nave al~o included contributions from currents, Ii,
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It m~y be worth emphasizing that the above demonstrates that restrictions to

quadlatic Lyapunov functions are totally unnecessary, and that Hopfield’s “tnergy

minimization” arguments apply to a much wider class of functions than ❑erely

quadratic. There seems ta be a misconception present in the literature that

Lyapunov functiocs must be restricted to be quadratic, which in turn restuicts

the [lass of optimization problems that can be attacked. This restriction is

unnecessary.

(s)
Jp until now WI? have ulways assumed that all the Vi fixed poi:,lt components

were known because they were ~ecified i.)y the user and that there were no hidden

neurols, Let us now consider a neural net where a subset of the neurons are

the rcr,]aining neurons

Input/Output are now

a fixed point of the

Knowing the state of

the synaptic ni~trix,

arbitrarily labeled as Inputp another subset as Output, and

as Hidden [see Fig. 1). Only pairs of associations of

speci’ied by the user, however, we wi!.1 now show tha’. at—

Slave the siat.cs of the hidden ‘ilrons are known as well,

all t~e neurons at the [ixed point allcws us to deterinine

T ald currents Ii by the procedure of Ref. (7) (see previous section).
ij

:0 summarize, the idea i~ to present the known input/output pairs to the

tlaste] net, which then determines Slave net T, ,’s and Ii’s related to the firing
lJ

rates of the Master aL its own fixed point. A later presentation of an input to

the S ave (with the hiddens and outputs set to stales mi,ilway between “on” uml

“Off”) will place the Slave in tile busin of attraction of a Slave fixed point

tilat hrn completes (i.e. “associates”) the appropriate ovtputm HeCause r,eurnl

nets till only “complete ccrrectly” it’ ttle’:e is sufficimt initial information,

we would expect Lhat. it’ the inputq do not constitute a ma,jorl~y of the ner-’rorl~ in

the n(~ Lhcn completion muy he incorrect. For thes~ ~prriul ~ituat~or~n onc may

disall.lw bnrk connections to the inputs, Ih.wevcr, for most casen the outpul

neuron9 I.ypl’”nlly tilgnal “yes/no” mnnwf?rs Aboul t’ompl~catfd input ;)attern~, nnd
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therefore completion of the ❑uch fewer output neurons will occur. As we will

see, util;.zation of the completion capability of neural networks (which is a

consequence of the attractor structure) adds new possibilities to neural net

information processing. For example, in a problem where the neursl net has

“learned” the concept of symnetry, one may present a corrupted (almost synunetric)

input while setting the output bits to indicate syanuetry. The net Lhen back

propagates to correct the corrupted input to a s~etric pattern, It seems that

this is ~f some practical importance. It is also a demonstration of the deduc-

tive capabilities of neural networks, which should be useful in other contexts.

We will first consider almost all possible connections of the Slave net,

both forwards and backwards, including recurrent connections among the Inputs and

outputs. For the moment the only case WP will not consider is recurrent connec-

tions among the hiddens. Recurrent hidden connections require a slight additil,n-

al argument that we provide l~ter on so as not ‘n unnecessarily confune the

logical argument. I’his will then complete all po~sible crises.

Equations 18b, 18a expresses the condition that Eq. (7) Ilas fixed points at

desir~d Locations, i
“(s).

Because the fixed point values are to be specified only

for the Input/Output neurons, we rebtrict the sum over “i” in El (Eq. 18b) as

follows

or [~xpnnding the
f

(2111)

(2111)
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The V!s)
(s)

for j & I/fJ are known, while the V. for j&H are determined by the

known’values of V(s)

J —.—

for jsI/O becauhe at a fixed point
j

v(s)

j
= R( X Tjk V;s) + Ij) , for jcH

kcl/O
(22)

if we disallow hidden-hidden connections for the moment. Inserting Eq. (22) in

Eq. (21b) yields (for no hidden-hidden connections)

[v(s)

‘1 = ~ iE~,o i
V(s) + ~ T- g( 1 Tij j ij g( Z Tjk V~b) + Ij)+Ii)]2

jcI/O j M kcI/O

If we now allow the hidden-hidden connections to he only feed forward con-

nections then we may split the sum over jEH in Eq. (21b) into a sum over j&H,
I

(the first hidden layer), al,d a sum over JCH ~ (the second hidden layer) see

Fig. 2. In this case Eq. (21b) becomes

‘1=2
~ [V(s) - E(( 2 Tij Vfs) + 2 Tij j

\(s)+ ~ rll, v(s) + li)]~
i .1J .i

s icI/O jcI/O jLH, jcH2

whrre V, fo: Jd’1,
.1

is aa before (Eq. 22) nnd Vj for .jLH2 bccomeN:

“(n) =g(z v(s) + ~ r~ V(!J)
.I ‘jk k

+1)
jk k J

kcI/O kctl ,

(II) V(N) + Ik) + [j) .= ~~ 2 ‘r,
,]k ‘k + L ‘r.jk ‘( L ‘rkk f!

kc I 10 kdl , QL1/(1

(24)

(25)

‘ri\iN tslrnrly Mrn~*rollzrN tor mIy Ilumhrr ot hlddcn lny~rn 11,, 112...11,1.
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Eq. (19a,19b) will determine Lhe appropriate synaptic connection and cur.”

rents given the ●xpressions El (above). it sl,ould already be clear that thi~;

procedure incorporates the Rununelhart ●t al. algorithm aa A special ccae if ono

uses a linear functicn for g (x) (J2q. 16b) and allows only feed forward connec’-
n

tiona . The substitutions performed iu Eq, 22 + 22 replace the “back propagation”

while the Eq, (19a,b) are equivalent to Rumnelhart’s when he includes hit)

“damping” or “weight space momentum” term, In actual practice, Runmmelharl:

changea the synaptic weights (using an Euler discretization of Eq. 19) afser u

presentation of each patt~rn. He notes, however, that he ia really attempting to

perform gradient descent, which requirea weig!lt changes LO be made only after the

complete set of pat:erns is “presented” (as we do &bove), His ~imulations verify

his claim that changing the weightti after presentation of each pattern does not,

destroy the Rradient riescen~ procesll. A more detailed tinalysis of Lhe relet:or,

ot’ our pr~cedurc 10 thdt of Rummclhart is given in the next. Nection,

WC now con~idpr the cncJr whcie Lhc hlddrn-hiddrr. connections Art’ nllowed LCI

IN! rrcurrrll L, This will cornplcte Lhc gcncrmlizn~ ion to 011 po~sihle types 01”

ronn~ct

ll!)~)ropr

tor Lhc
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In this situation Eq. (22) becomes

,,(s) (s)
., = 8( 2 TjkVk +XT v(s) + Ij)
J jk k

k&I/CI kcH

(26)

for j~H
recurrent”

Becquse there are now feed forward and feed backward H-H

connections, we a~e not able to substitute an expression in the known 1/0 values

for

the

the second summation in Eq. (26) as we did in Eqi (25). We therefore leave

(s) ~
second sunsnat.ion as an extra unknown variable, X.

J
, w ere:

x(s) =ZT
“(s)

j jk k -

k&H

“(s] (s)
= g( 2 Tjk Vk +x@)+I) .

.i j J
kc S/O

(27)

(28)

now proceed exactly as in the above and form the ~nal. ogue to Eq. (23) hy

Thus

substituting Eq, 28 in El:. (21 b).

~v(r:) (El) v(~) + xj~) + [,i)+ti )12E, =x I - g( 2 Tij Vj + ), ‘r ij g( 2
1 ‘rjk k

R lcI/o jcI/o Jfill kG1/O
(~())

‘rhe unknown X
(a)

.I
appetirn on virLuully the ~nmc footing [IN the unknown) Ii, ::~)

llImt we muy parnmcl.crizc it ~n ;I r4imilnr tn~hion 1.IJ Hq. 171), il(ld Lllr illlnloguuN

lnLrRral to liqm lllm .Jnd di~covrr 011 Lhr unknowns hy runnln~ Kq. l’) Hupplrmrntt*d

(.+)
vfLl” a third m[’,l,tllorl tor Lhe Lhlrd vnrinhlr X 01” (’l)llrllr x(N) IN IIC)l ~1) ~])(’

.! s .!

rnng~ (-1 , 1), hut Irr lnr4t.raA in (11P rnllg~ (-n, tl) (Nre Iiq, 27), r40 (hnl. LII(*ll:lr:lm-

ri~rlzallon fiimllnr Lo 171) uNrn II*EH ;Illd nol ,jll HL NH.
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At the end of rhe above procedure we know the values of T. for (jeH) and
Jk

(kcI/O) and also for (j&I/O) and (kcI/0] . We also know all Ij and the X~s) . All

Lhat remains is the determination of the values of T for (j&H) and k&H). We
jk

have all the information we need to do this. In view of the alxeady known vari-

(s)ables and Eq. 28, we also know the values of V. for all j,
J

including j&H.

Equation (27) now determines the unknown valu?s Gf T. because we may now form a
Jk

new E
1“

,x(s)
‘I=j

-ZT, “(9)12
Jk k

kEH

and proceed in the usual fashion to determine T, Note the interesting consin-
Jk’

tency condition that arises (over, under, or ●xact determination of Tjk) when one

includes recurrent hidden connections.

[t is now clear ‘bat a straightforward extension of the Masl ‘r/ Slave

approach to computing wi,th attractors allows one to program networks ciip~blu of

uuivcrsul computation, Thp on!y ulight complication occurs when one allows

rccurrcnt hidden connections. lt would he of great interest to have a “theory of

rompllt:ltior” for neural networks, which would give some l,hsight into the condi-

lionn on types of prohlernn thut rcqlll.re recllrrent hiddpn connrctiona.

Rrlltior to Runsmlhnrt CL nlIv. ,.., :... -. ___ ____,-, b”_ .._._ “.

Rummlhart ct nlm uon~i[lcr H IICIII”III Iwtwork with I NynchronouH updnt~ rule

NII(-l) t hnl tk! out. ~llt , ~, of n nruron {It t.imr (1 + 1) is RiVrIL u funvtton, t, 01’

lhr oiher IIPIII)OI)F4 IIL llmr 1:
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unnaturally handled by relating them to feed forward networks. They consider an

“energy function”

where t(s) is a desired, or target, configuration for th!
i

given an input conf
(s)Iration labeled hy s), and Oi is the

Occurs. A “learning rule” for Tij is developed by performin~

E(s) i.r.

-#)
AT,, =-ti~-tl

lJ
i,j

where

SE(S)
@ “(s)

ilT,. = i j
L.1

and q is a “l,carning cunstant “

‘Fhe 6(s) is given by
i

(32)

ou~put units (when

acttial output that

gradient descent on

(34)

(35il)

(Ml))
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Ref. 17), so that Eq. (33) b~comes:

On

divided

tions.

Tij(t + 1)
#)

= a Tij(t) + (1 - a) (- -3Y- q) .
ij

(36)

the other hand, we considel a Slave network with subsets of neurons

into Input, Hidden and Output classes with no restriction on the connec-

The f2VO]ULiOn equation for our Slave network is

Vj+pVi=g(ZT ij Vj + Ii) ,
j

which may be written in an Euler discretized form as

Vi(t + AL) = (1 - ;) vi(t) + f g(z Tij Vj t Ii) .

j

(37)

(38)

The units of tin: are arbitrnry, and if we choo$e to une units of At then (38)

becomes

Vi(t + 1) = (1 - ; ) vi(t) + ; g(z Tij Vj+ r).

.i
i

The relation to Eq. (31) is clenr given a slight change in notation, Our

Lytipunov function lfq, (lHa, b) is virtualjy ider,ticol to Eq, (3z) (th~ irteHrnl

miik~ti u negligible contribution, but helpu removs fol~e minima) tind our “leurnirlfl

liqunLion” hi. (19fI, h) iIJ

ar? ,.
[J

i,j + 1’ ‘Jij = - oil’””
ij

(/,(),,]

:)F,

$i + P $i = -$,1’.i
(/,,) ),)
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Note that the Euler discretized form of Eq. (40) correspo,lds to Eq. (36) with

a= 1
At

- ~ and with CM restricted to be a linear function. The constant, n,

corresponds to an overall con~itant multip?.icative factor on E ~. In fact, as we

pointed out in Ref. 7, the q’s may actually be used to sculpt the basins of

‘s) (cf. the constants, iattraction by generalizing it to qi
~(s)

, in Ref. 7).

It i~ therefore clear that the two methods (progransning attractors vers~”.s

learning rules) are very closely related. Our evolution equation for the Slal~e

net, Eq. 39) is a Hopfield style neural net equation and differs sllghtly from

the evolution equation of Runnnelhart (Eq. (31) by the addition of a “forgetting”

term. Ihmnelhart’s learning equations, Eq. (33-35), are virtually identical. to

our Eqi (40), if the gM(s) is specialized to a linear function. The back propa-

g~tion and recursive manipulations of Rummelhart are replaced by our determina-

tion of the fixed point val,ue~ of the hidden units in ternls of Lhe Input and

W.lput . We allow full back propagation to th(g Inputs (and also recurrent Input

connfictinns) to keep the Inputs switched on to their correct values. This

replaces the “clamping of inputs” performed by Rummelhart. It allows a new kind

nf information processing where the output, may be aet to, say, a “yes” value and

information may flow backwnrd~ through tile net to correct a col, ~pted input.

Decauae we have specified the Ledrning problem in t~rms of evolution to

attractors, we require that thu ne~work correctly “complete” partial information.

As noted above, th~m is potentially quite powerful, but can be fairly delicate.

The nrtwork will generally he unab!e to correctly “complctc” partial information

unless it hnH sufflcirnt infurmaLlon to ~turt with, In these situations, we may

r~~trirt certnin connections to he lPPd fol.ward, rind/or clamp inputs, and pcrtorm

LhP to~k in it muuner Nlmllar Lo Rummelh~rt et al. Another feaLure of our imple-

MCllLaLiun i~ the nunlincnr Iorrn for gM(x). lb~trictlng RH(x) LO hv Iineur (rmCm
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Rummelhartg) is possible, and changes our algorithm to a straight gradient

descent procedure. A nonlinear gM(x), however, tends to smooth the energy land-

scapel and allows the possibility of annealing in ~, This should be helpful in

more complicated situations than those considered by Runsnelhart, where false

minima become a probiem.

v. L!’x

The Mastez/SLave approach7 to controlling attractors in neural networks was

extended to the case of networks with hidden nellrons. Such networks are exLreme-

ly important in view of their ability to perform space-bounded universal computa-

tions in a massively parallel roanuer. A collective method of programming such

networks was developed as an extension of our original approach. A special case

of this method ia identical to recent wdrk of Runmelhartg, Parker’” and LeChunl’.

Their results were analyzed in the broader context of “computing with ntt~actors”

of Hopfield-style neural nets, This results in a unification of these two

approaches and clarifies many aspects of the algorithm

sizing implementation of the algorithm,

All possible types of neural interactions were al,

in distinction to empha-

owed, including recurrent

Hidden connection~, and also recurrent Input connecr.ion~. For certain situations

one need net clamp the Slave net Inputs Lhereby allowin~ a new kind cf informa-

tion processing, The “learning procedure” is replaced hy the Master net evolu-

tion equation, which in closely related to Rummelhart’s learning equation in the

case wher? thr Maater net is restricted to have a Iineaz firing rate curve,

Nonline~r (~igmoidal) Mnster net Eirf.ng rate curves are also allowed and this

helps to smooth the energy landscape resulting in fewer false minima (cm f

Hopficl.dl, in another context). The hosins of itttraction may also be shaped by

hnnd In thr manner of Ref. 7,
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This analysis therefore results in a formalism for progranmning attractors in

massively parallel Hopfield style neural nets that are capable of performing

universal computation. It reduces to previous work of Rumrilelhartg, Parke#”, and

LeChun’l in special cases, and they have demonstrated its power in small-scale

model problems (see Sejnowski17 for applications to a larger-scale problem).

Until devices can be built (either optical or VLSI) that allow for synaptic

plasticity, one must restrict attention to problems where the synaptic connec-

tions can be prec~.fiputed and then hard-wired, Sejnowski’s Net Talk
17

is such an

example. Even in this restricted problem domain one may expect numerous applica-

tions in view of the computation universality of these networks.
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